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ABSTRACT 

Two 5.9 Mw and 5.8 Mw earthquakes hit Emilia-Romagna region on May 2012. Most of the precast 

RC one-story structures exhibited significant damage, causing huge economic losses as well as 

deaths. These events produced in-situ observations and data to develop a deeper knowledge on the 

seismic behavior of this structural typology. 

This paper deals with the seismic assessment of a real precast RC industrial building with friction 

connections. The structure is located in Emilia-Romagna region and it was severely damaged during 

the second seismic event on May 29th. Structural columns exhibited cracking and yielding at the 

base as well as significant rotations along one direction. Moreover, relative displacements were 

recorded in both beam-to-column connections and in roof-to-beam connections and several loss of 

support phenomena occurred for the roof elements. 

A detailed nonlinear structural model is defined in OpenSees code and nonlinear dynamic analyses 

are performed with the recorded accelerations time-histories of the two seismic events. By 

comparing the numerical results with the actual response of the structure, the adopted model is 

validated and the main damage typologies are also justified. 

KEYWORDS: precast structure, earthquake-induced collapse, friction connection, nonlinear 

dynamic analysis 

1 INTRODUCTION 

On May 2012 two earthquakes hit Emilia-Romagna region (Northern Italy) and a huge number of 

existing precast RC one-story buildings was severely damaged. In some previous seismic events, 

the seismic vulnerability of precast RC buildings was already demonstrated, such as during Kocaeli 

earthquake (Turkey, 1999) [1] and L’Aquila earthquake (Italy, 2009) [2, 3]. However, in Emilia-



Romagna the large number of damaged structures underlined the relevance of the seismic safety of 

this structural typology. In this part of the country, most of the precast structures hosted industrial 

and commercial activities and their collapse/damage was one of the main causes of the huge 

economic losses [4]. In order to reduce the economic impact, hence, the retrofitting of these 

structures was one of the most important actions during the emergency phase, aimed at restoring the 

activities/production within short time period. 

From a scientific point of view, the widespread damage caused the availability of a huge number of 

data and field observations about the seismic response of precast RC structures, built in Northern 

Italy in the second half of the twentieth century and in the first years of the twenty-first century. The 

first evidence of the field surveys pointed out the presence of common deficiencies, mainly related 

to the connection systems. Several collapses occurred because of the failure of the connections 

between the structural elements: several horizontal elements (e.g. roof elements and beams) 

experienced significant relative displacements with respect to the supporting ones (e.g. beams and 

columns), collapsing due to the loss of the support. Some studies have been already performed in 

order to assess the vulnerability of these structures [5, 6] and some papers investigated the seismic 

response by means of both extensive photographic reports of the recorded damage in the hit region 

and descriptions of the main features of the analyzed structural typology. In these works, the 

authors drawn some main conclusions on the seismic safety of precast structures by means of 

simplified consideration about the seismic demand. For instance, in Magliulo et al. [4] the 

widespread failure of the friction beam-to-column connections (without mechanical devices, i.e. 

relying only upon the friction resistance between the connected elements) was justified by 

comparing the shear resistance of the connection with the elastic spectral accelerations of the first 

seismic event (May 20th). Concerning the cladding panels, some similar conclusions were also 

presented in Belleri et al. [7]. 

The experience of a seismic event gives also the possibility to develop other investigations: the real 

response of structural and nonstructural components can be compared to the results of numerical 

analyses in order to validate the modeling assumptions. The development of both improved analysis 

methods and models could allow the evaluation of the seismic risk related to precast industrial 

buildings. Both collapse risk and direct economic losses could be evaluated by means of numerical 

results, as already provided for RC frame structures [8, 9]. Some validation of numerical models 

were performed in the past and some examples concerned the Emilia-Romagna earthquakes: they 

investigated the behavior of some structural typologies, as historical constructions [10] and masonry 

structures [10, 11]. In these studies the comparison between the numerical results and the recorded 

damages demonstrated the capability of the proposed models in predicting the seismic response of 



common structural typologies. On the contrary, few similar studies were developed for precast 

industrial buildings [12, 13]. In Magliulo et al. [12] the authors assessed the seismic safety of some 

existing precast RC buildings, typically employed in Europe. The vulnerability of the existing 

friction beam-to-column connections was demonstrated by means of nonlinear static and dynamic 

analyses. The adopted models of the precast RC structures did not take into account the friction 

resistance of the connections: the safety was verified by comparing a posteriori the shear seismic 

demand on the connections, modelled as pinned, and their friction resistance. In Casotto et al. [13] a 

seismic fragility model for Italian RC precast buildings was obtained by means of several nonlinear 

analyses on different buildings typologies. The nonlinear model consisted of columns and beams 

and the beam-to-column connections were assumed as hinges. The collapse limit state due to the 

loss of support of the beam was verified a-posteriori by adopting two approaches: 1) the shear 

demand in at least one column exceeding the connection capacity; 2) the sliding displacement 

(Newmark sliding block analysis) of the beam exceeding its support length. 

It is worth noting that several experimental studies were developed in the last decades in order to 

define the best models for precast RC structures. For instance, some tests investigated the inelastic 

behavior of structural elements [14] and some other studies developed models of the connection 

systems (i.e. designed according to modern building codes), such as between structural elements 

[15, 16] and between structural and nonstructural components [17]. However, these investigations 

are mainly referred to new buildings, designed for seismic actions according to modern codes. 

Some investigations were also performed concerning the seismic safety of high-rack structures [18], 

typically employed in industrial buildings; these elements can influence the seismic response of the 

whole building and their failure can significantly increase the economic impact of the earthquake 

due to the contents losses. Concerning existing structures, several work were developed in order to 

define reliable and efficient retrofitting solutions for elements and connection systems [19, 20]. 

The presented paper aims at simulating the structural collapse of a precast RC building with friction 

connections, occurred during the Emilia-Romagna earthquakes in 2012. The damage was recorded 

during an in–situ survey after the seismic events and both the geometrical features of the structural 

elements and the mechanical properties of the materials were provided by the original technical 

reports. The main goal of the paper is the definition of a reliable modeling approach, validated on 

the actual recorded damage of the structure after the earthquake. The comparison between the 

analytical results and the actual response of the investigated structure also leads to some 

considerations about the main causes of the recorded response. 



2 THE CASE STUDY 

The investigated case study is a precast RC one-story building with friction connections, located in 

Mirandola (Modena, Italy). This building was hit by two earthquakes, occurred in Emilia-Romagna 

region on May 20th and 29th, 2012. The structure was designed and built in 1990 for industrial and 

commercial purposes. 

Both the geometrical features of the constituting elements and the properties of the structural 

materials were provided to the authors by the designers. Fig. 1 shows the plan view of the structure, 

consisting of 6 bays of 20m in the X direction and 5 bays of 10m in the Y direction. In this figure, 

the labels (A-D) indicate the different typologies of the vertical structural elements (precast 

columns), described in the following. 

The structure consists of an assemblage of precast RC columns, fixed at the base with isolated 

socket foundations. The total height of the columns is equal to 7.3 m. The structure is closed by 

8.9m high vertical panels along the perimeter. In the X direction, the columns are connected at the 

top by precast prestressed beams (principal beams) with variable cross-section (Fig. 2). In the Y 

direction, the columns are connected by girders (secondary beams) with U cross-section (Fig. 3). 

The roof consists of precast elements, supported by the principal beams and spaced out by 

transparent plastic elements (2 for each X-bay, see Fig. 2). The total seismic weight of the structure 

is equal to about 3.0 kN/m2. 

 
Fig. 1 Plan view of the case study 
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Fig. 2 Frontal inside view of the case study (X direction) 

 
Fig. 3 Lateral inside view of the case study (Y direction) 

2.1 Structural elements 

The principal beams are prestressed elements with a cross-section that varies along its longitudinal 

axis (global X-axis) in terms of both height and cross-section shape. The beam has a rectangular 

shaped cross-section at the connection with the column and an I-shaped cross-section at the mid-

span; the height increases along the X-axis from a minimum value of 75cm to a maximum value of 

175cm (Fig. 2). The secondary beams are U-shaped elements with a base of 60cm and a total height 

of 40cm. There are two typologies of roof elements in the structure: TT roof elements (6 for each 

X-bay) and T roof elements (2 for each X-bay). The TT elements (in the following called big roof 

elements) are located close to the columns whereas the T elements (in the following called small 

roof elements) are located close to the mid-span of each X-bay (Fig. 2). In this paper, the 

reinforcement details in beams and roof elements are not reported since these elements can be 

modelled as elastic elements in the structural model, as described in the following section. 

Four different typologies of columns are identified in the structure by taking into account the cross-

section dimensions, the longitudinal reinforcement and the applied axial force (see the labels in Fig. 
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1). According to the values of the axial load, the columns are distinguished in internal columns 

(columns A), perimetral columns (columns B and C) and corner columns (columns D). 

The features of the columns are summarized in Table 1: B is the column dimension along the global 

X direction, H is the column dimension along the global Y direction, Φ and ρ are the diameter and 

the percentage of longitudinal reinforcement, Φstirrups is the diameter of the stirrups and s is the 

stirrups spacing. All the rectangular columns are placed with the long side along the X direction. 

The above-described characteristics comply with the building codes in force on the construction 

year (1990). 

For all the structural elements, the adopted concrete has a characteristic cubic compressive strength 

of 50MPa. The columns are precast elements and the reinforcement steel has a characteristic 

yielding strength of 440MPa. 

Table 1 Cross-sections dimensions and reinforcement details of columns 
Column B (along X) H (along Y) Φ ρ Φstirrups s 

[-] [cm] [cm] [mm] [%] [mm] [cm] 
A 50 40 

4Φ18+4Φ16 

0.91 

6 20 
B 50 50 0.73 
C 50 40 0.91 
D 50 50 0.73 

2.2 Connection systems 

The investigated structure has the typical features of an Italian twenty-century one-story precast RC 

structure, not designed for seismic actions: the connections between the structural elements (beams, 

columns and roof elements) are friction connections, i.e. relying only on the friction between the 

connected elements, without any mechanical device. Indeed, according to the Italian seismic 

zonation evolution, in 1990 the site of the case study was not included in the seismic-prone zones 

and, in such a case, the Italian code in force at that time allowed the use of friction connections. 

The connections between the principal beams and the columns provide only a neoprene pad 

(23cmx15cmx1cm) between the two concrete elements (Fig. 4). The contact surface has a length of 

23cm in the X direction. Friction connections were also provided between the roof elements and the 

principal beams with a neoprene pad (7cmx5cmx1cm) and a contact surface length of 13cm in the 

Y direction (Fig. 5). 

The connection between the girder and the column provides bolted steel angles with a very low 

rotational strength. In this study, the girder-to-column connections are assumed as hinged, able to 

avoid the relative displacements between the two connected elements in the Y direction. 

 

 



  

Fig. 4 Layout of the connection between the 
principal beam and the column 

Fig. 5 Layout of the connection between the roof element 
and the principal beam 

3 DESCRIPTION OF THE OCCURRED DAMAGE 

The investigated building experienced the most serious damages during the seismic event on May 

29th. An in-situ survey allowed recording the damage in all the elements: vertical structural 

elements (columns), connection systems and nonstructural panels. Since severe damage occurred, 

the direct inspection of the internal part of the building was limited. However, both the openings in 

the structure and the cladding panels collapse allowed the inspection of the building from the 

outside. At the time of the in-situ inspection, no retrofitting action was performed. 

Precast columns experienced significant rotations around the global Y-axis at the base: large 

cracking and spalling of the concrete demonstrated the attainment of the yielding strength of the RC 

columns, i.e. either the yielding of the steel bars or the attainment of the ultimate strain in the 

compressed cover concrete (Fig. 6). The columns damage caused an evident rotation of the structure 

around the global Y-axis (Fig. 7). 

The main damage was recorded in the connections of the horizontal structural elements. The 

principal beams experienced small relative displacements with respect to the supporting columns 

(Fig. 8). The amplitude of the experienced displacements did not exceed the contact surface of the 

beams (23cm): no loss of support phenomena of principal beams occurred in the structure after the 

two seismic events. On the contrary, the roof elements experienced significant relative 

displacements (Fig. 9a) and some elements collapsed because of the loss of the support (Fig. 9b).  
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Fig. 6 Damage at the column base after the event on 

May 29th 
Fig. 7 Rotation of the columns around the global Y 

direction after the event on May 29th 
 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 
Fig. 8 Damage of the beam-to-column connections after the event on May 29th 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 
Fig. 9 Damage of the roof-to-beam connections after the event on May 29th: (a) dislocations and (b) loss of 

support phenomena 

4 NONLINEAR MODEL 

Nonlinear dynamic analyses are performed by OpenSees code [21], with the accelerograms of the 

two seismic events, recorded close to the case study site. 

The nonlinear model provides all the structural elements, according to their real dimensions and 

location; all  the masses are distributed along the structural elements. 



In this study, the influence of the cladding panels is neglected. The panel-to-structure interaction 

can occur during a seismic event (dynamic action); this interaction can influence the structural 

response under dynamic actions: the stiffness of the structure can considerably change if the 

cladding panels interact with the structure. However, if this interaction occurs the panel-to-structure 

connections fail in the very early stages of the seismic event (corresponding to low acceleration 

intensities) because they were not designed for such actions. Therefore, the authors assume that the 

overall structural response of the bare system is representative of the real response during the severe 

part of the seismic event. This assumption is also justified in the study of this case-study: during the 

first seismic event, most of the panels either collapsed or experienced large dislocations with 

respect to the structure because the panel-to-structure connections failed. 

4.1 Model of structural elements and connections 

The dissipative behavior of the structure is concentrated at the base of the precast columns, whereas 

all the horizontal structural elements (beams, girders and roof elements) are introduced in the model 

as elastic elements. The stiffness of these elements is assumed equal to the value of the gross 

sections; such an assumption does not influence the seismic response of the structure because of the 

structural system. The principal beams are assumed as horizontal elements; i.e. the inclination of 

these elements is very low and it is neglected in the model. 

A lumped plasticity approach is assumed in order to simulate the inelastic response of the columns. 

The adopted damping ratio in the nonlinear analysis is equal to 5%; a mass proportional damping 

model (Rayleigh) is adopted in the model. The moment-rotation envelope of the columns hinges 

consists of three characteristic points: the cracking, the yielding and the ultimate point. The 

cracking point (moment and rotation) is defined based on the gross section properties. A fiber 

analysis of the cross-section provides the yielding moment value, whereas the ultimate moment is 

defined by considering a very low hardening (1%) value, assumed only for numerical purposes. The 

hysteretic rule follows the indications given in Ibarra et al. [22]. 

The yielding and ultimate rotations are evaluated according to Fardis and Biskinis [23]: 
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All the symbols in Eqs. (1)-(2) are dismissed for the sake of brevity; for their meaning, the authors 

refer to the reference papers. The mean values of the materials mechanical characteristics, declared 

in the design documents, are adopted. Table 2 shows the characteristic points of the moment-

rotation envelopes for the representative columns in the structure. For the columns A the axial load 

is equal to 500kN, for column B and C it is equal to 250kN and for the corner columns (D) it is 

equal to 125kN. 

Table 2 Characteristic points of the moment-rotation envelopes of the columns around the X and the Y direction 

Column Direction Mcr My θcr θy θu 
[-] [-] [-] [-] [-] [-] [-] 

A 
Around X 89 244 0.00234 0.0217 0.0977 

Around Y 111 315 0.00187 0.0198 0.0888 

B Around 
X - Y 

100 253 0.00135 0.0195 0.0945 

C 
Around X 68 198 0.00180 0.0240 0.103 

Around Y 85 253 0.00144 0.0204 0.0934 

D 
Around 
X - Y 

88 220 0.00118 0.0194 0.0964 

 

In order to take into account the real dynamic properties of the structure, all the elements are 

introduced in the model with their real location, i.e. all the eccentricities between the connections 

and the elements are considered. Fig. 10 shows the considered eccentricities in the X direction of 

the structure. Concerning the beam-to-column connection, two eccentricities are defined as rigid 

links, simulating the distances between the connection (red circle) of the beam (i.e. the center of the 

neoprene pad) from the barycenter line of the column (black dotted horizontal links) and from the 

barycenter line of the beam (black dotted vertical links). Concerning the roof-to-beam connections, 

Fig. 10 shows two eccentricities, simulating the distances of the connection (red squares) from the 

beam (black dashed lower vertical link) and from the barycenter of the TT element (black dashed 

upper vertical link). The girders are connected to the columns (red triangle), considering the height 

of the column forks (black dash-dot link). Fig. 11 shows the other eccentricities in the Y direction 

of the connection (red triangle) from the barycenter of the TT element (gray dash-dot upper vertical 

link) and from the barycenter of the beam (black dash-dot horizontal and lower vertical links). 

The connections are defined by “equalDOF” constraints between the two linked elements and the 

assumed degrees of freedom are reported in Table 3. The translational degree of freedom along the 

X direction (Ux) between the beam and the column is not constrained: in this direction a model of 

the friction connection is implemented. Similarly, the translational degree of freedom along the Y 

direction (Uy) is not fixed for the roof-to-beam connections. Concerning the roof-to-beam 

connection, the translational degree along the global X direction (UX) is restrained because of 



convergence issues of the dynamic analyses. Such an assumption does not compromise the results 

of the analyses because in this direction the relative motion of the roof elements is limited by the 

adjacent roof elements and the perimeter beams. Moreover, in both the friction connections, the 

translational degree of freedom along the Z direction (Uz) is not constrained, in order to evaluate the 

influence of the vertical components of the earthquakes. Concerning the connection between the 

secondary beams (girders) and the columns, a hinge is assumed, according to the features of the 

connection system (see section 2.2). 

The assumed model neglects the likely interference between two adjacent beams as well as between 

the principal beams and the columns that could occur during the seismic excitations. 

The first and third periods of vibrations are translational along the Y-axis and X-axis, respectively 

and the second mode is torsional. The periods of vibration are equal to 1.57sec, 1.34sec, 1.22sec. 

 
Fig. 10 Structural elements layout and connections position in the X 

direction 
Fig. 11 Structural elements layout and 
connections position in the Y direction 

 
 

 
 

Table 3 Constrained degrees of freedom in the connection between the structural elements 

Connection 
Constrained degrees of freedom 

Ux Uy Uz Rx Ry Rz 

Beam – column NO YES NO YES NO NO 
Girder – column YES YES YES NO YES NO 

Roof – beam YES NO NO NO YES NO 

4.2 Frictional connections modeling 

The frictional connections between the structural elements are introduced in the nonlinear model by 

means of the “Flat slider bearing” element of the OpenSees code library. 

This frictional element is defined as an object between two nodes: the i-th node, that represents the 

flat sliding surface, and the j-th node, that represents the slider. Concerning the beam-to-column 
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connection, the sliding surface is the column and the slider is the beam. Concerning the roof-to-

beam connection, the sliding surface is the beam and the slider is the roof element. 

The adopted frictional element provides the definition of the connection behavior along the 

different directions: 

- compressive/tensile stiffness along the direction of the axial load, i.e. the global Z-axis in 

this study; 

- translational stiffness along the slider horizontal direction; i.e. the global X-axis for beam-

to-column connections and Y-axis for roof-to-beam connections, in this study; 

- rotational stiffness around the vertical axis, i.e. the global Z-axis in this study; 

- rotational stiffness around the horizontal axis, orthogonal to the slider direction. 

In the direction of the axial load (global Z-axis), the neoprene compressive stiffness is assigned for 

compressive loads; on the contrary, a free displacement is allowed for tensile vertical loads in order 

to capture the element uplift. 

The Coulomb model is assumed for the frictional behavior of the connection in the slider horizontal 

direction: the initial elastic stiffness is defined as the shear stiffness of the neoprene pad and the 

friction coefficient () can be evaluated with the Eqs. (3)-(4), according to Magliulo et al. [24].  

0.49                        if 0.14 MPa v           (3) 

                  if 0.14 5 MPav
v

c             (4) 

The coefficients  and c are experimentally evaluated [24] and equal to 0.055 and 0.1, respectively. 

The normal stress (σv) is the ratio between the axial force in the connection and the contact area 

(neoprene pad area). The beam-to-column connections have a friction coefficient equal to 0.12 and 

0.14 for the largest and the lowest axial force, respectively. The roof-to-beam connections have a 

friction coefficient equal to 0.12 in the case of the big roof elements and 0.13 for the small ones. 

The rotational stiffness of the beam-to-column connection around the global Y axis was assumed 

negligible; i.e. the relative rotations between the connected elements are allowed. 

The adopted model allows considering the interaction between the vertical and horizontal 

components of the accelerations: the frictional strength changes with the axial force due to the 

vertical accelerations. However, the value of the friction coefficient is constant during the dynamic 

analysis. The above interaction is presented for a simple structure in order to verify the frictional 

element (Fig. 14) under the accelerograms (vertical and horizontal components) of the seismic event 

on May 20th. The change of the axial load is presented for a short time period along the changing of 

the frictional strength (Fig. 15). In this figure, the initial values of both axial load and frictional 



strength are also reported (red dashed lines) in order to underline the variation during the performed 

nonlinear analyses. 

 

 

 

Fig. 12 Simple model for the validation of the 
friction connection 

Fig. 13 Axial forces and friction resistance of the 
connections in a short time period 

4.3 Input motion records 

The nonlinear dynamic analyses are performed with the acceleration-time histories recorded by the 

station MRN (Mirandola, Modena, Italy) of the Italian National Accelerometric Network during the 

two main events on May 2012. The adopted station is very close to the building site. The considered 

station is placed on a flat “C” class soil (shear wave velocity ranging from 180m/s to 360m/s) 

according to EC8 [25], as reported in the Italian Accelerometric Archive [26]. 

The spectra of the horizontal accelerograms of both the events are reported in Fig. 14 (a damping 

ratio equal to 5% is assumed). The maximum horizontal accelerations for the first event (May 20th) 

are equal to 0.264g (N-S component) and 0.261g (E-W component) and they are equal to 0.295g 

(N-S component) and 0.224g (E-W component) for the second main earthquake (May 29th). 

The vertical component of a seismic event can influence the response of a precast industrial 

building. Fig. 15 shows the vertical components of the accelerograms of the two events, recorded at 

Mirandola station, and Fig. 16 shows the corresponding elastic spectra (a damping ratio equal to 5% 

is assumed). It is worth noting the strong vertical motion of the second event, having a peak ground 

acceleration equal to about 0.9 g. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

 
Fig. 14 Elastic response spectra of the accelerograms recorded at Mirandola station: (a) on May 20th and (b) on 

May 29th. A damping ratio equal to 5% is assumed 

(a) 

 
(b) 

 
Fig. 15 Vertical component of the accelerograms recorded at Mirandola station: (a) on May 20th and (b) on May 

29th 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 
Fig. 16 Elastic response spectra of the accelerograms vertical component recorded at Mirandola station: (a) on 

May 20th and (b) on May 29th. A damping ratio equal to 5% is assumed 

5 RESULTS OF DYNAMIC ANALYSES 

This section presents the results of the nonlinear dynamic analyses on the above-described 

structural model. The three components of the two seismic events reported in Section 4.3 are used 

as input for these analyses. 
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5.1 Columns damage 

Fig. 17 and Fig. 18 show the moment-rotation curves of the plastic hinges at the columns base, 

obtained under the three components of the May 29th event. The results confirm the field 

observation: visible rotations occurred in the columns around the global Y direction during the May 

29th event. It is worth noting that the columns rotation are slightly larger than the yielding limit 

value; however, the large yielding rotations of precast slender columns (around 2%) justifies the 

recorded drift. This result also agrees with the observed structural response, which did not show a 

global collapse due to large column rotations. 

The shear safety of the columns is also evaluated: the shear resistance, evaluated according to EC8 

[27], is always larger than the maximum shear demand along both the horizontal directions. 

The occurrence of two consecutive severe seismic events at the same site can cause more severe 

damage due to the cumulative effect. In the investigated case study, if both the events are 

considered in the nonlinear analysis, the column behavior does not significantly change, since 

during the first event the columns do not experience any inelastic excursions. These results are not 

reported in this paper for the sake of brevity. 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 
Fig. 17 Moment-rotation envelopes around the Y direction under the three components of the earthquake on 

May 29th: (a) column A and (b) column B 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 
Fig. 18 Moment-rotation envelopes around the Y direction under the three components of the earthquake on 

May 29th: (a) column C and (b) column D 



5.2 Damage of the roof-to-beam connections 

In this section, the seismic performance of the roof-to-beam connections is investigated by studying 

the results of nonlinear dynamic analyses performed with the records of both seismic events. 

Fig. 19 shows the roof-to-beam relative displacements along the global Y direction (i.e. the 

longitudinal direction of the roof elements) under the three components of the second earthquake 

(May 29th): each bar of the histogram corresponds to one roof connection and its height represents 

the relative displacement amplitude. The limit of the Y-axis displacement is assumed equal to the 

width of the supporting base of the investigated connection (13cm); the attainment of this limit 

means that the collapse due to the loss of the support occurs. The bars color underlines the 

amplitude of the connections relative displacements: the darkest color corresponds to the unseating 

cases. According to these results, during the second event occurred in Emilia-Romagna, many roof 

elements experienced dislocations and some elements lost their support. This evidence agrees with 

the real response of the roof elements. This damage can be justified by the strong seismic action in 

the vertical direction recorded during this event. Such an excitation significantly decreased the 

frictional resistance of the connections, as demonstrated by the many elements experiencing uplift 

phenomena in the nonlinear analysis. 

If the dynamic analysis is performed with the accelerograms of the first earthquake (May 20th), 

small relative displacements (about 2cm) between the roof elements and the principal beams are 

recorded. Fig. 20 shows the relative displacements between the roof elements and the beam for all 

the connections in the structure: the limit of the Y-axis is assumed equal to the width of the 

supporting base of the investigated connection (13cm) in order to underline the very small values of 

the recorded displacements. This evidence still agrees with the real behavior of the structure. 

Moreover, this result also justifies the choice of neglecting the sequence of the two events in the 

seismic assessment of the connections: the permanent roof-to-beam displacements after the first 

event did not influence the distribution of the collapsed elements in the structure during the second 

seismic event. 



 
Fig. 19 Relative displacements (height of the bars) at the roof-to-beam frictional connections under the three 

components of the earthquake on May 29th along the global Y direction 

 
Fig. 20 Relative displacements (height of the bars) at the roof-to-beam frictional connections under the three 

components of the May 20th earthquake 
The largest roof-to-beam displacements are generally recorded for the small roof elements, i.e. the 

central elements of the X-bays. Both the seismic mass and the stiffness of these roof elements are 

smaller than the mass and the stiffness of the big TT roof elements; therefore, the vibrational 

periods of the vertical modes of the two roof typologies do not significantly differ. Moreover, a 

lower seismic mass reduces both seismic demand (inertia forces) on the element and frictional 

resistance (axial load) of the connection; therefore, the seismic response does not depend on this 

parameter. According to these considerations, a similar response could be expected by the two 

typologies of roof elements. However, the worse response of the small roof elements can be 

justified by observing that these elements are connected to the mid-span of the principal beam, 

which experienced larger vertical vibrations than the portion of the beam close to the columns. This 

phenomenon caused larger vertical accelerations for the roof elements and, then, in some time 
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instants, lower friction resistance. This consideration can be supported by the numerical results 

shown in Table 4, reporting the vertical accelerations, due to the May 29th records, obtained during 

the analysis for both central and external elements. These values are referred to the right edge of the 

roof elements in the first X-bay of the structure. 

Few big TT elements also experienced significant dislocations, such as the roof elements in the 

central bays along the Y direction. In this case, the histogram (Fig. 19) shows an unsymmetrical 

layout of the roof-to-beam relative displacements throughout the structure. This distribution can be 

justified by different factors, beyond the features of the single elements (e.g. resistance, mass and 

stiffness). Among the others, the main influencing factors are the column deformation (drift and 

base rotation), the beam-to-column connection response (i.e. the possible attainment of the 

frictional resistance) and the location of each roof-to-beam connection. Moreover, the achievement 

of the frictional resistance in one connection causes the redistribution of the seismic demand in the 

structure as well as the change of the building dynamic properties. 

The results of the dynamic analyses validate the reliability of the adopted friction roof-to-beam 

connection, in terms of both achievement of the friction resistance and dislocation. However, the 

matching between the distribution of the recorded roof-to-beam displacements obtained by the 

analysis and the real location of the loss of support cases is not perfect. Even if the main seismic 

behavior of the roof elements is gained, some of the failed roof elements do not exhibit collapse 

during the numerical analysis. For instance, Fig. 10 shows that the roof elements of an entire X-bay 

failed during the second seismic event while the analysis results do not provide such damage in any 

bay of the structure. Such a matching is not achieved since the loss of support is verified a 

posteriori. Indeed, in the real case, the collapse of a TT element causes the redistribution of the 

seismic demand in the structure as well as the likely collapse of other elements. Future studies will 

investigate the performance of the structure by employing the elements collapse simulation during 

the analysis; this could be done by the “collapse removal” command in OpenSees code. 

Table 4 Absolute acceleration in the roof elements edges under the three components of the earthquake on May 
29th: the distance is the progressive distance between the element barycenter and the origin of the global axes (see 
Figure 1) 
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Element 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Distance 
X [m] 1.69 4.18 7.50 9.37 10.62 12.49 15.81 18.30 

Max 2.21 2.88 3.55 20.01 11.35 4.14 3.38 2.03 

Min -2.31 -3.07 -3.80 -19.60 -11.56 -4.15 -3.59 -2.39 

5.3 Damage of the beam-to-column connections 

The force-displacements envelopes of the friction elements can describe the response of the beam-

to-column connections. In these envelopes, the deformation is the relative displacement between the 



beam and the column and the force is the shear force in the connection in the X direction (i.e. the 

longitudinal direction of the principal beams). Fig. 21a shows the envelopes for columns type A, 

obtained by the dynamic analysis with the records of the second event (May 29th). The results agree 

with the experienced damage: the beam experienced relative displacements with respect to the 

column; however, these displacements never achieved the width of the supporting base (23cm). The 

numerical results justify the absence of unseating phenomena of the principal beams. 

Fig. 21b shows the force-displacements envelopes of the connections for the column type A, 

obtained by the dynamic analysis performed with the records of the first event (May 20th). For these 

seismic excitations, the relative displacements are very small. Even the sum of the permanent 

displacements of the first event and the displacements of the second event does not provide the 

collapse of the beams: the sequence of the two events can be neglected. 

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

 
Fig. 21 Force-deformation envelopes of the beam-to-column frictional connections (columns A) under (a) the 

records of the earthquake on May 29th and (b) the records of the earthquake on May 20th 

6 INFLUENCE OF THE VERTICAL COMPONENT 

In order to identify the main cause of the building collapse, a dynamic analysis is performed with 

only the horizontal components of the second seismic event. Fig. 22 shows the relative 

displacements of the roof-to-beam connections and Fig. 23 shows the force-displacement curve of 

the beam-to-column connections. In this case, no elements experienced significant relative 

displacements. Concerning the roof, the displacement in the friction connections is always smaller 

than 5cm and the distribution of the seismic demand on the roof elements is quite constant in the 

whole structure, as demonstrated by both the height and the color of the bar in the figure. 

It can be stated that the vertical component of the earthquake of May 29th is the main cause of the 

observed unseating phenomena of the case study. This evidence agrees with other research studies 

on other structural typologies, damaged during the Emilia-Romagna seismic events [28]. The 

numerical results can be confirmed by the recorded spectral accelerations during the two main 

seismic events at low periods (periods of the horizontal elements): during the second event (May 

29th), the vertical spectral accelerations are larger than the values recorded during the first seismic 
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event. By adopting the vibration periods of the vertical modes for both external and internal 

principal beams (0.35sec and 0.28sec, respectively), the vertical spectral accelerations are equal to 

0.19g or equal to 0.47g if the first or the second seismic event is considered, respectively. In the 

case of the roof elements, the maximum vertical spectral accelerations are equal to 0.22g or equal to 

0.81g if the first or the second seismic event is considered, respectively. These accelerations are 

evaluated by considering the following assumptions. 

- The periods of the roof elements are calculated by modal analysis; these values are also 

verified by analytically evaluating the vertical modes for a simply supported beam (the roof 

element) with distributed mass. The evaluated periods vary between 0.2sec and 0.27sec. 

- The accelerations are evaluated as the spectrum values at the periods of the roof elements. 

The adopted spectra are evaluated from the ground motions of the two seismic events. 

This simplified method is approximate since the accelerations of the roof elements should be 

evaluated by considering the response of the principal beams. However, the comparison between 

the amplitudes of the accelerations still demonstrates the much larger damage of the connection 

systems in the case of the second event. This comparison also justifies the worse response of the 

roof elements with respect to the principal beams. 

 
Fig. 22 Relative displacements (height of the bars) at the roof-to-beam frictional connections under the two 

horizontal components of the earthquake on May 29th 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

 
Fig. 23 Force-deformation envelopes of the beam-to-column frictional connections under the horizontal 

components of the earthquake on May 29th: (a) columns A and (b) columns B 

7 CONCLUSIONS 

The paper deals with the seismic assessment of a precast RC one-story building with friction 

connections, located in the epicentral area of the Emilia-Romagna earthquakes. The industrial 

structure experienced severe damage after the May 29th event. A direct inspection after the seismic 

event showed that the most serious damages were: 

- high rotations and yielding at the base of the vertical structural elements; 

- relative displacements between the beams and the columns; 

- significant dislocations between the roof elements and the beams, with some cases of loss of 

support. 

The main goals of this study are both the validation of the structural model and the justification of 

the recorded damage after the earthquakes by means of nonlinear dynamic analyses. The nonlinear 

structural model provides all the structural elements; the influence of the cladding panels on the 

overall structural seismic behavior is neglected because of the proved low strength of the panel-to-

structure connections. The adopted model for the frictional connections allows considering the 

interaction between the vertical and horizontal components of the accelerations; however, the value 

of the friction coefficient remains constant during the dynamic analysis.  

The dynamic analyses demonstrated the capability of the model in simulating the real response of 

the structure. The results confirmed that the most of the damage was caused by the second seismic 

event and the numerical evidences agreed with the real recorded damage: 

- at the columns base, the plastic hinges experienced inelastic rotations and the absence of 

shear failures in these elements is also confirmed; 

- the adopted frictional element was able to simulate the behavior of both the beam-to-column 

connections and the roof-to-beam connections; 

- the amplitudes of the relative displacements at the roof-to-beam connections justified the 

unseating phenomena for the roof elements.  
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It is worth underlining that the recorded failures of the roof elements in the analysis do not perfectly 

match the real loss of support cases. This limit of the study might be overcome by simulating the 

elements collapse during the analysis. 

The main damage was related to the collapse of the roof elements. In order to justify these failures, 

one nonlinear dynamic analysis is also performed without considering the vertical component of the 

second seismic event. The results of this analysis confirmed that the significant vertical action 

caused very large relative displacements due to the reduction of the frictional resistance, related to 

uplift phenomena. The vertical accelerations in the roof-to-beam connections were larger than the 

values in the beam-to-column connections; this outcome justified the different behavior of the two 

horizontal elements. 
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